
Karen WalKer Paints collection from resene
The inspiration for this chart came from the Bauhaus School of the 1920s, whose concept was 
to create and combine colours from an emotional point of view rather than a technical one, to 
group colours in a way that tells a story. With this in mind we’ve created seven stories that, true 
to the Karen Walker style, play with the combining of opposites and putting together of ideas 
in surprising ways.
Available from Resene ColorShops nationwide  
0800 RESENE (737 363)  resene.co.nz
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heathered grey



all decKed out
Treat your decks to Resene Woodsman Decking Stain in Resene Nutmeg, Resene 
English Walnut, Resene Totem Pole, Resene Driftwood and Resene Heartwood. 
Resene wood stains add colour to timber while allowing the natural grain to show 
through, keeping the timber protected while enhancing its natural beauty.  See the 
Resene Exterior timber stains colour chart for a collection of stains and oils ideal  
for a wide range of projects. Choose from natural timber hues, limed stains and 
modern brights.
Available from Resene ColorShops nationwide  
0800 RESENE (737 363)  resene.co.nz/Woodsman

get out of the Woods
Be harlequin happy with Resene Colorwood interior wood stains 
in Resene Satin Orange, Resene Red Pepper, Resene Whitewash, 
Resene Deep Purple, Resene Apollo Blue and Resene Emerald 
Green. Finish with your favourite Resene clear finish to keep the 
wood stain colour looking its best. Contrast bright stains with the 
Scandinavian style of Resene Colorwood Whitewash, for a white 
stain finish on interior timber. Also available in Resene Woodsman 
Whitewash for exterior use. 
Available from Resene ColorShops nationwide  
0800 RESENE (737 363)  resene,co.nz/Colorwood
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fashion for Walls
Once upon a time colour choices seemed to be 
bound by endless unwritten rules of which colours 
could be used where and with what; a minefield for 
the uninitiated.

As our communities have become more global, 
thanks in no small part to the wonders of modern 
technology, we can draw inspiration from all over 
the world from the comfort of our own home or 
office. This has broadened our outlook on colour 
palettes and colour combinations, banishing those 
restrictive colour rules to the history books. This 
global inspiration comes together in the new The 
Range fashion colours collection from Resene, with 
an eclectic mix of key colour trends. It’s a fusion of 
colour that you can make your own.

The hues head in three directions: the dusty timeless 
hues that provide a soft cocoon and remind of us of 
our heritage; the clean cool light hues that provide 
soothing relief and tranquillity in a fast world; and 
the pops of bright colour that bring fun, excitement 
and energy.

Nature continues to influence with a palette that’s 
infused with earthy, neutral tones – showing our 
growing appreciation for the earth and its resources. 
Wood tones are reflected in beiges and browns, such 
as Resene Bittersweet pictured here, and offset by a 
soft golden metallic shimmer. Barely there and mid-
tone neutrals hint of subtle undertones, while darker 
neutrals have greater colour depth and intensity.
It’s time to forget the old colour rules and embrace 
the endless possibilities of colour. Let your own 
tastes be your guide and surround yourself in 
colours that you love – you’ll be amazed at just 
how good it feels to live and work in your favourite 
colour palette.  

See the latest paint colour trends in The Range 
fashion colours fandeck, available now from Resene.
Available from Resene ColorShops nationwide 
0800 RESENE (737 363)  resene.co.nz
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resene curtain collection: soPhistry - naturalle
From the Resene Curtain Collection, natural chunky linen-look texture with 
the subtlety of neutral tone-on-tone stripes for a classic yet contemporary look.  
Available in Naturalle.
resene.co.nz/curtains 

resene Walltrends ii: red 75149 
Striking feature wallpapers in modern neutral hues through to striking black 
and white designs. View the Resene wallpaper library in Resene ColorShops or 
online with thousands of wallpaper swatches.
resene.co.nz/wallpaper

resene Walltrends ii: 75149 resent sPotlight
resene the range fashion colours

resene melting moment
resene the range fashion colours

soPhistry - naturalle
resene curtain collection
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